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Schwarzschild black holeSchwarzschild black hole



The Kerr-Newman black hole





Exact differentials in three 
variables and the first law of 

thermodynamics
The three dimensional differential of a function f









Corrected Hawking temperature is

And the surface gravity becomes 









EinsteinEinstein--Maxwell Maxwell DilatonDilaton--AxionAxion black holeblack hole

















NonNon--Commutative (NC) geometryCommutative (NC) geometry
Classical BH vs. quantum BH Classical BH vs. quantum BH 
`Hawking Paradox`Hawking Paradox’’: temperature diverges as radius goes : temperature diverges as radius goes 
to zero to zero 
In commutative space the mass density of a point In commutative space the mass density of a point 
particle is product of mass with Dirac delta function. NC  particle is product of mass with Dirac delta function. NC  
space is fuzzy; Dirac delta function replaced by space is fuzzy; Dirac delta function replaced by 
Gaussian distribution. Mass is not located at a point; it is Gaussian distribution. Mass is not located at a point; it is 
smeared around a region.smeared around a region.
NC geometry provides mathematical framework for NC geometry provides mathematical framework for 
quantum gravity quantum gravity 
Information loss: Information loss: unitarityunitarity violated violated 
At Planck scales coordinates become NC:  At Planck scales coordinates become NC:  
NC corrections to NC corrections to thermodynamicalthermodynamical quantities quantities 



NonNon--commutative corrections to the commutative corrections to the 
Schwarzschild black holeSchwarzschild black hole





ConclusionConclusion
Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy 
First Law of thermodynamics in 3 parameters 
Exactness of entropy differential
General framework
Charged Kerr black hole
Einstein-Maxwell dilaton-axion black hole 
NC Schwarzschild 
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